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Surprises
As the site excavations increased and our samples of cultural and environmental artifacts grew in size and complexity, we found that the archaeological record of Charleston diverged from the story told by documents.
Charleston’s story also differed from traditional archaeological interpretations of colonial life. We were surprised by some of our discoveries.
The first surprise was what people ate. The South, and South Carolina
in particular, is often referred to as the “Kingdom of Pork.” Pork barbecue
and barbecue joints play a central role in southern lore. We expected animal remains from Charleston to be dominated by pigs. Instead, site after
site produced more fragments of bones and teeth from cows than from
pigs. Beef was more abundant than pork from the earliest site to the latest.
Perhaps, like today’s trip to the barbecue joint, pork was an occasional treat.
We also found that most of the pigs and cattle were young animals, not old
ones slaughtered after many years of service.
We were surprised at how quickly Charlestonians and other residents of
the Carolina lowcountry took advantage of the area’s wild bounty. Projects
at seventeenth-century sites reveal that a unique regional diet combining
wild and domestic animals developed within the first decade of settlement.
Moreover, it was long-lasting; the same suite of resources was used well into
the nineteenth century, with only subtle changes. Armed with data from
St. Augustine, less than 300 miles to the south, we noted that foodways
practiced by people at the Spanish colony were different from those living
in the English colony, despite access to similar resources. People in Spanish
St. Augustine relied on small estuarine fish; hundreds of small fish bones
filled excavation screens in that city. Because we learned our craft in St. Augustine, we expected to retrieve large numbers of small fish in Charleston,
too; but they never materialized. Though our screens were filled with bone,
we rarely found the concentrations of fish we remembered from our college
days.
We were surprised to find no clear-cut distinctions in animal use that
could be attributed to status or other social attributes. Historical archaeologists expect that material culture and foodways reflect consumer choices,
which reflect in turn status, ethnicity, wealth, and power. Foodways seem
good candidates for such studies, but people in Charleston appear to have
eaten the same types of food, and the same cuts of meat, whether rich or
poor. It is unfortunate that we cannot measure the quantity and quality of
food consumed on a daily basis, which may vary widely with status. The
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Figure 1.1. Map of the eastern United States showing key cities and archaeological sites.
(Prepared by Susan Duser.)

archaeological evidence, however, indicates that ritual, accoutrements, and
manners, the components of cuisine—rather than basic foods, the elements
of diet served on platters and bowls throughout the city—separated rich
and poor.
There are subtle differences among the collections, however. People at
sites associated with wealthy households had a more diverse diet, probably
reflecting access to broader resources. Surprisingly, this difference was due
to wild foods, not domestic ones. City residents, particularly wealthy ones,
ate many wild animals. These appear to be preferred foods, listed on party
menus of the time and providing dietary richness to those who could afford
it. Wild game still highlights celebratory events and some everyday diets in
coastal South Carolina.
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We also expected that people in the city and people in the country got
their food in different ways—that everyone in the city would obtain their
food from markets or other commercial outlets. Although we can distinguish between rural and urban collections, we find no clear-cut differences
between urban residential and urban market collections. As in other instances, the animal remains are more subtle and more complex—we had
to work for results. At site after site, the evidence for raising and butchering large animals on residential properties was compelling. It became increasingly clear that city residents, particularly the wealthy, maintained and
slaughtered cattle and other livestock at their homes, despite the presence
of markets and vendors. Our interpretation of this through the years went
from “possibly” to “probably”; we eventually dropped qualifiers altogether.
The final surprise is that artifacts, especially animal remains, indicate
people lived and worked anywhere and everywhere. Wealthy homes and
middling ones, commercial sites and residential sites, public venues and
private homes—we expected clear-cut differences, definable archaeological signatures of site function. This was never the case. Instead, we have a
composite archaeological signature of a vibrant, densely packed landscape,
where the lives of people and animals were conducted in close proximity,
where social distance did not equate to physical distance, and where multiple activities occurred on the same property.
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Our Archaeological Approach

We have chosen to tell the story of Charleston through the lens of foodways
and animals. We focus more on the work-yard side of the fence than on the
residential side in our discussion of the urban environment; it was in the
work yard that people and animals carried on the chores of daily life and
interacted most intensely. We broadly describe sites excavated within the
city and nearby rural locations and what we have learned from them about
urban life, following a generally chronological framework. Our discussion
of artifacts is limited to those related to foodways and dining, trade networks, and the urban environment; entire classes of objects are absent from
this discussion.3
Urban archaeology is the study of material remains of daily living, human behavior, and human perceptions in urban settings.4 European colonial proprietors encouraged the development of urban centers for protection, community, and commerce; towns played a pivotal role in the
development of American life. Urban archaeologists, therefore, study cities,
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Figure 1.2. Aerial view of Charleston, facing southwest. Features of the urban environment include dense buildings, small yards, and low-lying lots. (Historic American Buildings Survey [HABS] photograph, 1992, Library of Congress.)

not just people within cities. We use the perspectives of urban archaeology
to explore these relationships of daily life and human activity in Charleston.
Our focus is on three broad, intertwined topics: the evolution of the urban
environment, provisioning the city, and urban foodways and cuisine.
We first consider the evolving urban environment as land modified for
human occupation and used as a shared space, growing to serve a community.5 Urban centers are greatly magnified examples of environmental
modifications, and animal remains elaborate upon these modifications.
The early-eighteenth-century city resembled small farms clustered inside a
protective wall. The late-nineteenth-century city was a mass of multistory
buildings, outbuildings, passageways, and small enclosed yards. Yet the two
perspectives were more similar to each other than either is to the city of
today. The urban environment can be understood only in reference to the
greater lowcountry, so environmental information, historical documentation, and selected archaeological sites from rural settings elaborate upon
the local resources available to residents of Charleston. Animals and the
keeping of animals substantially modified both the rural and the urban
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environments. Our perspective on Charleston is of an environment shared
with animals, of animals contributing in many ways to lowcountry life,
and of animals connecting people in Charleston with the lowcountry and
beyond.6
Combining environmental and archaeological discoveries enables us to
explore the ways the city was provisioned. We examine the sources of wild
and domestic animals, the local production and importation of food and
fuel, transportation of goods to market, distribution to consumers, and social connections that facilitated economic exchange. We also explore the
production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services linking
the city with its rural neighbors and global markets. External trade routes
and imported goods are part of this story, and the merger of local and
global provisions is characteristic of the earliest Carolina deposits. Charleston may have been on the frontier, but it was never isolated.7
The animal remains recovered from both urban and rural sites tell us
about our third topic: urban foodways and cuisine and the unique way in
which people took advantage of the bountiful coast. Our study of urban
cuisine incorporates all of the artifacts we recover, not just the animal remains. We examine the full range of objects retrieved from our excavations,
from fragments of bottle glass to entire houses, from this perspective.
Food is essential to life. Its production, distribution, and consumption
form the core of cultural identity and social communication. Animals
used as food serve an inherently nutritional role. However, food choices
are cultural behavior. Both animals and food have political, social, ritual,
and cosmological meanings beyond nutrition. Animals, especially animals
used for food, often are used to characterize people, behaviors, and nations
favorably or unfavorably regardless of their nutritional value. Foods are
used routinely to organize daily activities and define social relationships.
The symbolism of the traditional Thanksgiving dinner in the United States,
for example, clearly outweighs its nutritional consequences. Though interpreting such symbolic meanings from archaeological remains is difficult,
we cannot ignore the social meaning of biological organisms.8
We distinguish among nutrition, menus, diet, and cuisine. Nutrition is
a measure of the physiological adequacy of foods (including beverages)
in terms of fundamental biological requirements for growth, repair, and
reproduction. We have basic nutritional requirements, but these can be
met in many ways. Menus are the lists of food items available, whether or
not they are known to be edible or are used. Diets consist of the food and
beverages consumed. Many different choices are made about how foods are
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procured, distributed, prepared, and served. The results of these choices
constitute culturally distinctive foodways and cuisines.9
Foodways are formed by the cultural, social, and economic choices
involved as nutrition is mediated through diets. Diets distinguish the resources that are preferred from among the many resources available, ranking them from simply edible to highly desirable items that confer prestige
upon the consumer. Different foodways may use the same menu items but
prepare them in different ways. Opportunities for change are often mediated by a general dietary conservatism, the desire to eat what is familiar
and comforting. Foodways and eating habits are influenced by local environmental conditions, by the interactions of different ethnic groups, and
by regional, national, and global changes in the production and marketing
of food and food-related items.10
The term cuisine has many meanings. As used here, cuisines are defined
by combinations of foods; the manner of preparation; the style of cooking; the social rules governing when, how, and by whom they are prepared
and eaten; the accoutrements and ambiance of dining, proper dress, and
service; and the circumstances under which food consumption occurs.
The social circumstances of cuisine include all of the objects used in food
rituals, ranging from snacks to tea ceremonies, formal state dinners, and
even ritual sacrifices. Cuisines link many of the ceramic, metal, and glass
objects recovered from Charleston’s archaeological sites directly to the animal remains recovered from those same contexts. Our archaeological study
focuses on the dining and cooking environment and the material accoutrements of those activities. We are not able to propose, or test, the quality and
quantity of foods consumed. Nor can we identify the ingredients or recipes
that are popularly considered “cuisine,” though we use historic recipes to
interpret the combinations of ingredients and other resources recovered
archaeologically.
Relationships among status, wealth, and food are complex. Age, religious beliefs, gender, ethnic affiliation, authority, and power are communicated through foods consumed or avoided. Anthropologists are always
concerned about applying their own cultural biases and stereotypes to the
interpretation of animal remains deposited by other cultures. Although
tongue might have been the ideal component of a high-status dish in
Charleston at one time, for example, it may not symbolize high status to
many urbanites today.
Foods and nutrition rarely are linked in consumers’ minds. Most of
us drink sweetened, caffeinated beverages that we do not consider food,
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Figure 1.3. Base of a delft punch bowl from the Exchange Building. Punch bowls reflect
the celebratory, rather than the nutritional, aspects of communal drinking. (Collections
of The Charleston Museum, Charleston, South Carolina.)

regardless of the caloric content. These beverages play important social
roles unrelated to nutrition. Likewise, meat has value beyond nutrition.
The meat should be tasty, juicy, tender, and have a high fat content. It is not
difficult to see that the greater value attached to filet mignon over chicken
is not based on nutrition. Michael Jochim suggests that high-prestige meats
are obtained from large animals not common locally or the acquisition of
which involves high cost or risk. The nutritional value of meat may have
little to do with the actual price per pound. Resources that are more costly
because they are hard to obtain, have higher prices, require more time, or
are more risky in some way often are more prestigious. High-cost foods

